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The formation of the power impro trio Uuskyla Øgrim & Berg at the end of 2016 was 
merely three weeks later followed by the release of their first album Ullr. 

A concert at the Gothenburg club BrÖtz in October the same year was recorded, 
initially not for release, but when Gunnar Backman at Brakophonic Studios managed 
to repair the rather rudimentary recording (done with a mic on a Zoom recorder 
placed in front of the drum set) the concert was released on the album called LAIV. 

Several months later the trio was invited to play at Kafé Hærverk in Oslo. The three 
Scandinavians had at this point proven their ability to create music from the near-to-
nothingness of the instant here and now, using their combined musical luggage and 
a strong sense of freedom. 

Oslo Hærverk comprises five tunes or "stretches" from that inspired evening 
captured in front of an enthusiastic Oslo audience. 

Please also check out for additional info and reviews (and please like, comment, 
hate, or share):
https://www.facebook.com/uuskylaogrimberg/
http://tellefogrim.com/uuskylaogrimberg
Simlas produksjoner: simlas.bandcamp.com



REVIEWS

The single 42-minute track allows for no questions and takes no prisoners...Hearing 
the musicians in their natural state is the purest experience." – Marc Corroto about 
LAIV for All About Jazz, April 2018.
 
It gives us free improvised music one otherwise is accustomed to hearing from 
musicians in the landscape where Mats Gustafsson, Paal Nilssen-Love, Peter 
Brötzmann and that lot lives." – Salt Peanuts on LAIV.
 
"This trio sounds like a rock/jazz power trio from the early seventies, pre-fusion, 
moving in immense waves without many actual solos, more of a group sound. The 
set is mostly organic, explosive only in sections, the trio taking their time to explore 
each other’s playing. This set seems to be more about mood and vibes, kind of dark 
and mystical at times, like an ancient ritual taking place around us." - Bruce Lee 
Gallanter, DMG 
 
"Contrasting the stylistic traits exhibited by some of their peers – Trespass Trio’s 
contemporary jazz sensibilities or Fire! (Orchestra)’s progressive approach – the 
trio’s music is an oblique and deconstructed but red-hot mix of jazz, rock, and 
several other styles in between. As a whole, Ullr is an engaging, captivating, and 
often unrivaled listen." - Freejazzblog.org on Ullr
 
"It is all carried by Peeter Uuskyla's energetic drumming." - Orkesterjournalen, 
Sweden
 
"Uuskyla’s trio is taut and metallic, sprung, flexed and sinuous” - Dalston Sound 
about Ullr.
 
"In this debut album, the trio shows how much the Scandinavian scene remains 
vibrant and with names that deserved to be more recognized worldwide." - Free 
Form, Free Jazz  (in Portuguese) about Ullr.
 
"While we have no more Power Tools music (Bill Frisell, Melvin Gibbs and Ronald 
Shannon Jackson), there is the Scandinavian power trio led by drummer Peeter 
Uuskyla to fill the void....Pulse master Uuskyla glues this affair."  - AllAboutJazz.
 
"Guitar, bass and drums is a classic power trio-setting. There ends all likeness with 
the power trios I know...Like reading James Joyce’s Finnegans Wake. Hard to 
understand it truly is. " - Lira, Sweden
 
"Oh! This is just terrific! Unstoppable energy and propulsion...intricate interplay..." - 
Customer John Cratchley about Ullr.


